We’re nice and we don’t always rhyme
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Jeremy Clarkson
Jeremy Clarkson, now what use?
The BBC, an Aesop Goose
That laid the Top Gear golden egg
Motormouth, verbal abuse
Ideal for comic verse
Offensive behaviour
His punch is worse
Than his bark, son
Another BBC presenter to sack
Who are you gonna call?
Clarkson dismissed, much baggage to pack
Director General, Tony Hall
One time, another man with the initials JC
Died on The Cross and arose from death
Jeremy is popular with millions of people
Perhaps he will appear again
At Easter, with chocolate eggs
Jeremy, we know there are folks you don't
like
Please renew my contract, he begs
Here is your P45,
On your bike!
Andrew Martin
Robin

Twisted logic.
Forty thousand philosophers flying in a Fokker. Tight squeeze?
I`m a Fokker.
Therefore
My capacity for rational thought is limited.
Steven Rolls
I Never Saw Son House

(Delta blues singer 1902 – 1988)
Chocolate Bunny:
I want you, cannot resist
I want to nibble your ears
I've gone too far, I'm biting
your neck
I want you
Like a passionate teenaged
kiss,
A compulsion, to stick my
tongue down your throat
A moment of panic, as you
envelop my tongue
And then, your shell crumbles
Your sickly sweetness fills
my mouth...
And afterwards?
A little shame only
A little guilt
I crumple your flimsy foil
wrapper in my hand
It is still two days till Easter

I knew you'd hit the bottom
when your trousers hit the floor,
on the Dale.
No pants, eyes fixed on the Special Brew in
each hand.
Hazel Warren
No concern for the bus, frozen in shock;
Children, eyes covered, old ladies mouths wide with shock.
You walked, or waddled, like a penguin, not stopping until you could put
your cans on the wall.
Eyes on the cans, arse in the air, you lift your trousers, turn and sit,
Unaware of the commotion.
R Eagling

It haunts me still, the poster,
The Old Vic 1986 or maybe 7,
Son House, blues originator.
I didn’t know of him then,
not that it wasn’t in his picture
etched in every line on his face.
A few years later,
lost to a rainfall of regret
the hiss of tape
releases that primordial howl
butting the National Steel’s
visceral whine.
They say he was the real deal,
showed Robert Johnson
and Muddy Waters the way,
I read also he was plagued
in ’74 by cancer of the larynx,
the deepest cut for a singer.
So there never was a poster,
least not for Son House
at the Old Vic in ‘86 or maybe 7.
Was it ’88, a tribute the year he died?
or was it me, somehow knowing,
that Son done finally sung his last truth.
John Humphreys

CONTAMINATED MAYONAISSE
The lap dancer hovered, swinging her
tassels
The birthday boy ogled, drunken and
frazzled
He squirted mayonnaise on to sizzling beef
Bit into his burger, enjoying the overcooked meat
She twisted and swayed, a vision so
exotic
Hot steam rising all around, melting
lipstick
Moisture from her body poured from
the stage
Droplets of salty sweat contaminated
the mayonnaise
Andy Szpuk

Turn the tides
Like they try to turn the tables
Poetry, why not suck it and see
Flip it back
You might find,
Despite those bad experiences at school, Don’t bow to their decree
That it may not be like sucking a lemon Do you agree?
If not, go dead against them
But more like a sherbet lemon.
Stick to your guns
No more twee and afternoon tea.
Truth is all we need
And mumbling posh voices
No one can use what is true
As your interest is then tumbling.
against us
We need Keats
Lies can be formulated into
But not done in a plummy voice,
weapons
Utterly unlike his Cockney one.
Be fearful of all that will damShelley had his balls ripped off
age,
His statue at Oxford
We’re going to put them back on.
Trying will not damage you.
It’s been rebranded as spoken word
Never fear stepping into the unSemantics are not for me.
known
I’ll have poetry.
As it is those we know that are
more likely to kill us
Try our free A6 magazine
Fit it into your pocket.
Alice Short
Let your imagination rocket.
Poetry: Suck It and See

Frank McMahon

Disobedient Objects
We went on trips to art galleries in London with school and scoffed at the
washing line – not knowing that my mum was an artist.
Little did I know when at Greenham that I should save my banners for posterity.
Maybe I should've smiled on marches screaming “Maggie, Maggie,Maggie”,
for the video cameras to record.
How ironic that our venom has become art.
We wander round the V&A- tourists.
Our lives on display,
for people who would never stand against a solid line of police horses –
breathing hot steam – brown flesh steaming – shiny bit – leather boots kicking flanks, grunting their displeasure.
R Eagling

THE PENCIL SNAPPER
The pencil snapper sits in his mansion
Around him lie fragments of graphite and
wood
When he’s displeased he snaps a pencil
again
Knee deep in debris, he swears he’s misunderstood
Andy Szpuk
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Desolation
Her eyes look out across the space.
Remembering it had once been her playground,
A space for the imagination.
The dens that had been created,
The stories imagined,
The lives lived out
In summers never ending.
Where were the trees they’d climbed?
Where were the bushes they’d danced around?
Where were the voles, foxes, field mice they’d watched?
The sound of the water babbling in the stream
Was subdued, buried in plastic pipes.
Birds no longer sang here
The space was devoid of any green.
This harsh concrete world
Of the car park,
And that unused,
By the ‘new factory’
Long since abandoned.
So much change in 20 years.
Memories ungrounded.
Lytisha

Freckles
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